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Introduction
•Large Hadron Collider(LHC)
‣ Proton-Proton collider
‣ √s = 7TeV

•The ATLAS experiment
‣General purpose detector.
➡Higgs search.
➡New physics search.
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Very smooth operation!!



• di-lepton final state (lepton means electron or muon)
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• di-lepton final state (lepton means electron or muon)
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•Assumed background sources
‣  Z/γ* + jets
‣  Fake leptons (mainly W+jets)
‣  WW, WZ, ZZ + jets
‣  single top 
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• Cut and Count method

‣                               (    : acceptance,     : Integrated Luminosity)

‣ simple and robust (e.g. multi variate analysis etc...)

• With high purity ttbar sample ...

1) validate QCD at the highest energy region
2) understand main background for Higgs/SUSY etc...
3) can be a good b-quark source for btag calibration

•Essential step for future analyses in LHC physics !!
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σtt̄ =
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dilepton analysis so far...
• result with 35pb-1 of 2010 data
‣  
‣precision : ~18% (statistically limited...                        )
‣ submitted to PLB.
(arXiv : http://arxiv.org/abs/1108.3699)

• In 2011 data analysis
‣ using 0.70 fb-1 of data (~20 times more than 2010 !!)
‣ not limited by statistics anymore
‣ need to suppress systematic uncertainty
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!!/! (%)
Untagged Tagged

ee µµ eµ eTL µTL comb. ee µµ eµ comb.

Statistics +39/!34
+29/!26

+17/!15
+54/!48

+43/!38
+12/!12

+39/!33
+28/!25

+18/!17
+14/!13

MC Stat. +5/!2
+4/!3

+2/!1
+13/!13

+6/!8
+2/!1

+4/!5
+4/!4

+2/!1
+2/!1

Lepton +13/!6
+4/!1

+5/!4
+9/!4

+1/!3
+4/!3

+10/!8
+2/!2

+5/!4
+4/!4

eTL/µTL - - - +3/!2
+2/!3

+1/!0 - - - -
Jet/Emiss

T
+6/!4

+4/!3
+3/!3

+14/!10
+7/!4

+4/!4
+6/!4

+7/!5
+3/!2

+4/!3

Z/""+jets +5/!4
+4/!4 - +3/!3

+2/!4
+1/!1

+7/!9
+6/!7 - +2/!2

Fake +9/!8
+3/!2

+3/!4
+26/!28

+25/!27
+3/!3

+3/!5
+2/!2

+3/!3
+1/!2

Generator +7/!6
+7/!6

+4/!5
+17/!11

+16/!9
+5/!5

+12/!9
+9/!6

+5/!4
+6/!5

b-tagging - - - - - - +4/!4
+6/!4

+5/!4
+5/!4

Luminosity +4/!4
+4/!4

+4/!4
+4/!4

+5/!5
+4/!4

+4/!3
+4/!3

+4/!4
+3/!4

Table 2: The tt̄ cross section uncertainties. These include the uncertainties from the data and MC statistics, the uncertainties related to
the object selection (grouped in lepton, track lepton eTL/µTL, jet/Emiss

T and b-tagging uncertainties), the background estimation methods
(Z/!!+jets and fakes), the uncertainties on the simulated samples (generator) and the luminosity uncertainty.

value, L0. The variation in N exp
i,tot due to each system-

atic source j is modeled with a Gaussian distribution, Gj ,
for the associated nuisance parameter #j , where #j = ±1
represents the ± 1 standard deviation variation of the sys-
tematic source. The cross section, !sig, is left as a free
parameter in the fit of the likelihood function:

L(!sig , L, $#) =
!

i#{channel}

P
"

Nobs
i |N exp

i,tot($#)
#

! G(L0|L,!L) !
!

j#syst

Gj(0|#j , 1) .

The cross section is inferred from the profile likelihood

ratio %(!sig) = L(!sig,
ˆ̂L,

ˆ̂
$#)/L(!̂sig, L̂, $̂#), where a single

circumflex represents the maximum likelihood estimate
(MLE) of the parameter and the double circumflex rep-
resents the conditional MLE for a given !sig. Ensembles
of pseudo-data are generated for Nobs

i and the resulting
estimate of !̂sig is confirmed to be unbiased. Additionally,
the variance of !̂sig is found to be consistent with the cur-
vature of the profile likelihood at its minimum and with
the mean square spread observed in the ensemble tests.
Table 2 lists the uncertainties for each contribution from
the data and MC statistics, the uncertainties related to the
object selection (grouped in lepton, track-lepton, jet/Emiss

T
and b-jet uncertainties), the background estimation meth-
ods and the uncertainties on the simulated samples. The
variation of the cross section due to the luminosity uncer-
tainty is obtained by repeating the likelihood minimiza-
tion while fixing the luminosity to the nomimal value ±1
standard deviation. For the final result the luminosity un-
certainty is the di"erence of the total uncertainties for the
likelhood function with and without the luminosity term.
Table 3 summarizes the cross sections extracted from the
profile likelihood ratio for the individual channels and for
the combination of all channels for the analysis with and
without a b-tagging requirement, respectively.

Channel !tt̄ (pb) b-tag !tt̄ (pb)

ee 195+77
!65

+34
!30 185+73

!62
+39
!30

µµ 186+54
!48

+19
!16 193+55

!49
+30
!23

eµ 166+28
!25

+13
!17 187+34

!31
+19
!14

eTL 170+92
!81

+65
!58 "

µTL 106+46
!40

+35
!31 "

Combined 171 ±20 ±14 188 ±26 +20
!16

Table 3: Measured cross sections in each dilepton channel, and the
combination of the untagged and tagged channels with their statisti-
cal and systematic uncertainties. The luminosity uncertainty is not
included here.

9. Results

The top quark pair production cross section is measured
using events selected by requiring two oppositely-charged
lepton candidates, at least two additional jets and missing
transverse energy. The result is

!tt̄ = 171± 20(stat.)± 14(syst.)+8
!6(lum.) pb.

A measurement made requiring at least one of the jets to
be identified as a b-quark jet results in

!tt̄ = 188± 26(stat.)+20
!16(syst.)

+9
!7(lum.) pb.

The two measurements agree with each other, taking into
account that from all events 14% (tagged analysis) and
45% (untagged analysis) of the events are uncorrelated,
and that the b-tagging systematic uncertainty is also un-
correlated. The agreement confirms that the candidate
events are consistent with arising from top quark pair pro-
duction.
The measured cross sections are in good agreement with

a similar measurement performed by the CMS collabora-
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δσtt̄
(stat.) ∼ 13%



•variables for event selection
‣  
‣  
‣  
‣  

Event selection
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#jets ≥ 2

b-tagging

|Mll −MZ | > 5 GeV(ee, µµ)(referred as Z window cut)

Emiss
T > 30 GeV(ee, µµ),

�
|ET| > 110 GeV(eµ)



Average Interactions per bunch crossing
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•variables for event selection
‣  
‣  
‣  
‣  

•need re-optimization !!
‣ Due to different
detector environment.
‣Observing more
underlying events.

Event selection
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#jets ≥ 2

b-tagging

ー 2010 data
ー 2011 data

ATLAS
work in progress
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Z→μμ with 10 other pp collisions



b-tagging requirement
• “at least one” b-tagged jet with “high btag efficiency”
‣ help to reduce systematics from btag eff. measurement.
‣                                      (typically                   )

• b-tagging algorithm
‣ JetProb  : charged track base
‣ IP3DSV1 : charged track and secondary vertex base
➡so called “advanced tagger”

• JetProb@70% was used for the 2010 analysis.
‣Switched to IP3DSV1@80%
‣ can reduce         by ~30%
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Analysis Overview
•基本的にMoriondに出した解析と同じ手法
‣ Event Selection, BG estimationもほぼbtag無しの解析と同じ

• btag無しの解析と違う点
‣ btagging : -log(JetProb.) > 2.05 (70% efficiency for ttbar)
➡                           　     (Typical      ~ 14%) 

‣MEt/HtのSelectionが緩い(btagで落とした分統計を稼ぐ)
‣ Z-vetoのSelectionが緩い(同上)

•Moriondでの解析からUpdateされた(される)部分
‣ JES uncertainty
‣ using Zbb+jets sample
‣ b-tag uncertainty

3

δεbδσtt̄
∝ 2(1− εb)δεb

δσtt̄

δεb ∼ 8%



• Motivation : not to pick up jets from other pp collisions

• Evaluate δσ/σ with each Jet PT threshold
‣δσ is including uncertainty from...
➡ Jet Energy Scale(JES)
➡ btag efficiency measurement
➡ observed event statistics
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ee µµ eµ eTL µTL combined
Uncertainties (%)
Data Statistics -9.3 / 9.8 -6.6 / 6.8 -4.1 / 4.2 -3.3 / 3.3
Lumi -4.0 / 4.7 -3.7 / 4.3 -4.3 / 4.7 -4.2 / 4.6
MC Statistics -4.2 / 4.9 -2.8 / 3.2 -1.9 / 2.1 -1.5 / 1.6
El/Mu ES 0.0 / 0.9 0.0 / 0.5 -0.3 / 0.3 -0.4 / 0.0
El/Mu ER 0.0 / 0.6 -0.5 / 0.8 0.0 / 0.5 -0.4 / 0.3
El/Mu E! -5.5 / 6.6 -1.2 / 2.7 -3.1 / 3.4 -2.6 / 2.7
JES -10.0 / 10.6 -3.8 / 7.6 -3.7 / 4.5 -5.9 / 5.3
JER -0.6 / 0.8 -3.1 / 3.6 -0.6 / 0.7 -0.4 / 0.3
JEF 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 / 0.0
DY estimation 0.0 / 0.0 -0.4 / 0.4 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 / 0.0
Fakes -1.6 / 1.6 -0.4 / 0.4 -3.2 / 3.2 -2.0 / 1.9
Generator -4.3 / 5.3 0.0 / 0.0 -2.9 / 3.2 -2.1 / 2.3
Parton shower -4.7 / 5.8 -0.4 / 0.5 -2.9 / 3.2 -2.3 / 2.4
ISR -7.1 / 0.6 -0.8 / 3.6 -0.5 / 2.4 -2.4 / 2.5
FSR -13.6 / 0.6 -0.7 / 4.3 -2.4 / 0.5 -1.3 / 1.4
PDF -2.4 / 2.8 -1.7 / 2.2 -2.4 / 2.7 -2.3 / 2.5
MET(Cellout) -1.0 / 1.1 -0.8 / 1.7 0.0 / 0.0 -0.5 / 0.6
MET(PileUp) -0.6 / 1.3 -0.5 / 1.5 0.0 / 0.0 -0.5 / 0.5
LAr cleaning -0.6 / 1.1 -0.7 / 1.5 -0.7 / 1.2 -1.0 / 1.3
x-sec(Theory) -1.4 / 1.3 -1.7 / 1.8 -2.1 / 2.1 -1.9 / 1.9
All Syst. but Lumi. -19.2 / 17.1 -6.4 / 12.2 -8.2 / 9.6 -8.2 / 9.3
All Syst. -19.6 / 17.8 -7.3 / 13.0 -9.2 / 10.7 -9.3 / 10.4
Stat. + Syst. -21.7 / 20.3 -9.9 / 14.7 -10.1 / 11.5 -9.8 / 11.0

Table 27: Overview of the tt̄ cross-section uncertainties for each channel obtained from the likelihood
minimization.
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Figure 15: Total uncertainty of cross section measurement with various jet pT threashold.
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Jet PT threshold optimization

“Jet PT > 25GeV” was chosen.
 --> Safe for environmental changes
      (Luminosity keeps increasing !!)

25GeV

δ σ
t
t̄
/σ

tt̄



Event selection optimization
•similar approach as previous page.
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The resultant optimized event selection criteria are listed in Table 28, and the expected event yields623

by MC are summarized in Table 29, Table 30, Table 31, respectively for ee, eµ, and eµ channel.624
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Figure 16: Relative uncerainty of the measured cross section as a function of missing ET threshold with
varying the Z mass veto window size for ee and µµ channel.
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Figure 17: Relative uncerainty of the measured cross section as a function of HT threshold for eµ channel.

5.2 Background determination625

The background level is estimated using MC, except for the Drell-Yan and fake lepton backgrounds.626

The same technique used in the pretag analysis is used to estimate the size of Drell-Yan background627

contribution, i.e. we follow Equation 1. Figure 18 shows the distribution of missing ET vs. dilepton mass628

in data, where all the requirements except for missing ET and Z mass veto are applied. The number of629

events in the control region in data, and some physics background contributions in the control region630

expected by MC are summarized in Table 32. The sources and sizes of systematic uncertainty in this631

estimate are summarized in Table 33 and Table 34 as well as the one estimated by MC as a reference.632

There are two additional sources of uncertainties related to b-tagging, which are not considered in the633
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t̄
/σ

tt̄

The resultant optimized event selection criteria are listed in Table 29, and the expected event yields695

by MC are summarized in Table 30, Table 31, Table 32, respectively for ee, eµ, and eµ channel.696
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Figure 21: Relative uncerainty of the measured cross section as a function of missing ET threshold with
varying the Z mass veto window size for ee and µµ channel.
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Figure 22: Relative uncerainty of the measured cross section as a function of HT threshold for eµ channel.

5.2 Background determination697

The background level is estimated using MC, except for the Drell-Yan and fake lepton backgrounds.698

The same technique used in the pretag analysis is used to estimate the size of Drell-Yan background699

contribution, i.e. we follow Equation 1. Figure 23 shows the distribution of missing ET vs. dilepton mass700
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The resultant optimized event selection criteria are listed in Table 29, and the expected event yields695
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in data, where all the requirements except for missing ET and Z mass veto are applied. The number of701

events in the control region in data, and some physics background contributions in the control region702

expected by MC are summarized in Table 33. The sources and sizes of systematic uncertainty in this703

estimate are summarized in Table 34 and Table 35 as well as the one estimated by MC as a reference.704

There are two additional sources of uncertainties related to b-tagging, which are not considered in the705
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The resultant optimized event selection criteria are listed in Table 28, and the expected event yields623

by MC are summarized in Table 29, Table 30, Table 31, respectively for ee, eµ, and eµ channel.624
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Figure 16: Relative uncerainty of the measured cross section as a function of missing ET threshold with
varying the Z mass veto window size for ee and µµ channel.
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Figure 17: Relative uncerainty of the measured cross section as a function of HT threshold for eµ channel.

5.2 Background determination625

The background level is estimated using MC, except for the Drell-Yan and fake lepton backgrounds.626

The same technique used in the pretag analysis is used to estimate the size of Drell-Yan background627

contribution, i.e. we follow Equation 1. Figure 18 shows the distribution of missing ET vs. dilepton mass628

in data, where all the requirements except for missing ET and Z mass veto are applied. The number of629

events in the control region in data, and some physics background contributions in the control region630

expected by MC are summarized in Table 32. The sources and sizes of systematic uncertainty in this631

estimate are summarized in Table 33 and Table 34 as well as the one estimated by MC as a reference.632

There are two additional sources of uncertainties related to b-tagging, which are not considered in the633
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by MC are summarized in Table 30, Table 31, Table 32, respectively for ee, eµ, and eµ channel.696
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Figure 21: Relative uncerainty of the measured cross section as a function of missing ET threshold with
varying the Z mass veto window size for ee and µµ channel.
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Figure 22: Relative uncerainty of the measured cross section as a function of HT threshold for eµ channel.
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The same technique used in the pretag analysis is used to estimate the size of Drell-Yan background699

contribution, i.e. we follow Equation 1. Figure 23 shows the distribution of missing ET vs. dilepton mass700

in data, where all the requirements except for missing ET and Z mass veto are applied. The number of701

events in the control region in data, and some physics background contributions in the control region702

expected by MC are summarized in Table 33. The sources and sizes of systematic uncertainty in this703

estimate are summarized in Table 34 and Table 35 as well as the one estimated by MC as a reference.704
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•         (ee,μμ) and Σ|ET|(eμ)

• #b-tagged jets
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Figure 1: (a) Jet multiplicity distribution for ee+µµ+eµ events without b-tag. (b) Multiplicity distribu-
tion of b-tagged jets in ee+µµ+eµ events. Contributions from diboson and single top-quark events are
summarized as ‘Other EW’. Note that the events in (b) are not a simple subset of those in (a) because the
event selections for the b-tag and non-b-tag analyses di!er.
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Figure 2: The HT distribution in the signal region for (a) the non-b-tag eµ channel, (b) the b-tagged eµ
channel. Contributions from diboson and single top-quark events are summarized as ‘Other EW’.
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Figure 3: EmissT distribution in ee and µµ events for the non-b-tag signal region, omitting the EmissT >60
GeV requirement.
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Figure 4: EmissT distribution in ee and µµ events for the b-tag signal region, omitting the EmissT >40 GeV
requirement.
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Figure 7: Number of b-tagged jets in the b-tag analysis signal region, omitting the requirement of at least
one b-tagged jet.
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Figure 7: Number of b-tagged jets in the b-tag analysis signal region, omitting the requirement of at least
one b-tagged jet.
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BG estimation from Z/γ*
• Extrapolate #events in Control Region(CR) to Signal Region(SR)

‣ CR definition
➡same requirement as signal (including btagging)
➡inside Z-window with high 

20

analysis without b-tagging. Using the data-driven method as our default, the Drell-Yan event yields in634

the signal region are finally estimated to be 9.3+3.7
!1.9 for ee channel, and 19.1+2.4

!1.6 for µµ channel.635

The same matrix method as in the pretag analysis is also used to estimate the size of background636

caused by fake leptons. The contributions mostly come from W+jets events, where the real lepton comes637

from W decay, and the fake lepton from either misidentification of a jet or the failure of isolation of638

leptons in b- or c-jets. The estimated numbers of this type of backgrounds are 4.9 ± 3.1 for ee, 1.0 ± 0.8639

for µµ, and 19.3 ± 12.2 for eµ channel, respectively.640
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Figure 18: The left (right) shows the distribution of missing ET vs. dilepton mass in ee (µµ) channel after
requiring all the cuts except for the missing ET and Z mass veto themselves.

DY sources Other background sources (CR)
channel Data(CR) MC(CR) MC(SR) tt̄ Z!! W diboson single top total

ee 219 206.3 10.0 36.3 0.0 0.4 6.7 1.9 45.3
µµ 388 345.9 15.4 61.1 0.0 0.0 10.5 3.4 75.0

Table 32: Number of observed events in data in the control region, the number of DY Monte Carlo events
expected in the signal and control regions and the number of events from other processes expected in the
control region.

5.3 Observed event yields641

The final numbers of expected and observed events in the signal region are shown in Table 35. In all642

three channels, the observation is in reasonable agreement with the expectation. One can see also that643

the signal to background ratio slightly improves compared to the analysis without b-tagging where tighter644

cut on missing ET is applied. The expected signal to background ratio of the analysis with (without) b-645

tagging is 6.8 (5.5) for ee channel, 6.9 (4.8) for µµ channel, and 9.8 (4.7) for eµ channel, respectively.646

The predicted and observed distributions in the signal region after requiring all the selection criteria647

are compared in Figures 19 and in Figures 20. Similar distributions in the control region, which is defined648

to be the events that have jet multiplicity equal to one, are shown in Fig. 21. Reasonable agreement649

between the expected and the observed events can be seen in both the signal and control region. The650

estimated acceptance in the signal region is 9% in the ee channel, 16% in the µµ channel, and 20% in the651

eµ channel.652
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Event yields

21

S/N  :  ee = 6.1(4.9)
 　   μμ = 6.4(4.3)
      eμ = 9.4(4.6)
“()”~w/o btag analysis

Overlapping events against the analysis w/o btag with tight cut

 
In ee channel

58 143 22

w/o btag(165)btag(201)

57244121

w/o btag(301)btag(365)
In μμchannel

Process Yields(ee) Yields(µµ) Yields(eµ)

DY+jets (data driven) 9.8 +1.7
!1.3 20.3 +1.8

!2.8 !

Z" !! + jets (MC) 1.8 ± 1.1 7.6 ± 3.5 9.5 ± 4.1

fake leptons (data driven) 7.5 ± 6.5 4.9 ± 3.1 19.8 ± 12.5

Single top (MC) 7.3 +1.3
!1.1 16.2 ± 2.3 33.5 ± 4.7

Dibosons (MC) 2.2 ± 0.7 2.6 +0.9
!0.6 8.8 ± 1.7

Total Predicted (non tt̄ ) 26.0 ± 4.9 47.7 +4.5
!5.2 71.6 ± 14.1

tt̄ 159.4 +17.0
!20.5 304.3 +25.8

!34.5 674.5 +57.0
!74.7

Total Predicted 185.4 +17.5
!20.8 352.0 +26.2

!34.9 746.1 +58.7
!76.0

Data 201 365 834

1
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consistent result with theory 
and the analysis w/o b-tagging

σtt̄[pb]

work in progress



Systematic uncertainties

23

~ 9% precision was achieved !!

ee µµ eµ combined
Uncertainties (%) !!/![%] !!/![%] !!/![%] !!/![%]
Data Statistics -8.2 / 8.2 -6.1 / 6.1 -3.8 / 3.8 -3.0 / 3.0
Luminosity -3.7 / 4.2 -3.7 / 4.3 -3.9 / 3.9 -3.9 / 3.9
MC Stat. -1.1 / 1.7 -0.9 / 1.2 -0.7 / 0.7 -0.5 / 0.5
Lepton uncertainties -5.2 / 6.0 -0.7 / 2.6 -2.8 / 2.8 -2.3 / 2.3
Jet/Emiss

T uncertainties -6.4 / 6.4 -4.2 / 6.2 -3.1 / 3.9 -4.5 / 4.5
DY estimation -0.5 / 0.5 -0.3 / 0.3 -0.0 / 0.0 -0.2 / 0.0
Fake lepton estimation -3.7 / 3.7 -0.9 / 1.1 -1.7 / 1.7 -1.1 / 1.1
b-tagging uncertainties -3.1 / 4.2 -3.2 / 4.2 -3.1 / 4.1 -3.1 / 4.1
Generator -9.0 / 11.5 -4.8 / 5.5 -4.4 / 4.4 -3.7 / 4.1
All syst.(except Lumi) -12.5 / 16.6 -7.0 / 10.2 -6.7 / 8.4 -6.8 / 8.2
Stat + Syst -15.3 / 19.2 -9.9 / 12.6 -8.2 / 10.4 -8.4 / 9.7

combined
Uncertainties (%) !!/![%]
Data Statistics -3.0 / 3.0
Luminosity -3.9 / 3.9
MC Stat. -0.5 / 0.5
Lepton uncertainties -2.3 / 2.3
Jet/Emiss

T uncertainties -4.5 / 4.5
DY estimation -0.2 / 0.0
Fake lepton estimation -1.1 / 1.1
b-tagging uncertainties -3.1 / 4.1
Generator -3.7 / 4.1
All syst.(except Lumi) -6.8 / 8.2
Stat + Syst -8.4 / 9.7

2

Total Uncertainty

btag calibration

Jet Energy Scale

Luminosity

Data statistics



Conclusions
• Performed ttbar cross section measurement with b-tagging
‣ using 0.70 fb-1 of data
➡enough statistics even for di-lepton final state

‣ adopt b-tagging @ 80% efficiency
➡help to suppress systematic uncertainty

•measured Cross-Section is consistent with NNLO prediction
‣  combined result : 
➡Precision : ~10% (~18% in 2010 analysis)

‣ NNLO prediction :                             @ Mt = 172.5 GeV

•Achieved comparable size of uncertainty
w.r.t theoretical prediction !!
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σtt̄ = 165+11
−16 pb.

σtt̄ = 188± 6(Stat.)+15
−13(Syst.)± 7(Lumi.)[pb]



backup
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• After requiring di-lepton
‣ dominated by Z/γ* + jets events(i.e. basically no MEt)

•            resolution got worse due to underlying events.
‣ additional energy deposit ⇒ large energy fluctuation in calorimeter

Effect of underlying events
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b-tagging algorithm
• SV0 : Secondary Vertex(SV) base
‣ Distance between Primary Vertex and Secondary Vertex ~ Lxy
‣ discriminant : Lxy/σLxy

• JetProb : charged track base
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Figure 10: Jet b-tagging weight distribution for b-jets, c-jets and purified light jets. The left plot is for
the IP2D tagging algorithm. The right plot corresponds to the IP3D+SV1 tagging algorithm.

Currently in the b-tagging software, two track categories are used: the Shared tracks (tracks with
shared hits), and the complementary subset of tracks called Good tracks. These track categories are only
used for the time being for the IP1D, IP2D and IP3D tagging algorithms.

4.2 Other spatial algorithms

The spatial algorithms based on likelihood ratios require an a-priori knowledge of the properties of both
b-jets and light jets. Methods to measure them in data are being devised for the b-jets [8, 9] but will
require at least about 100 pb!1. In addition, there is no clear way to extract a pure enough sample of
light jets, and Monte Carlo simulation will probably have to be used once a thorough validation against
data has been performed. A few other spatial tagging algorithms, less powerful, are therefore developed,
which have less reliance on Monte Carlo and are expected to be easier and faster to commission with the
first real data.
The simplest approach that could be used, at least at the beginning, is the counting of tracks with

large impact parameter or large impact parameter significance. Requiring a few of these tracks provides
a sample enriched in b-jets. The performance of such a tagging algorithm is not discussed in this note
because it is not yet fully implemented in ATLAS. Such a simple tagger may also be very useful at the
trigger level.
Another approach is to combine the impact parameter of all the tracks in the jet. JetProb is an imple-

mentation of the ALEPH tagging algorithm [14], used extensively at LEP and later at the Tevatron. The
signed impact parameter significance d0/!d0 of each selected track in the jet is compared to a resolution
function R for prompt tracks, in order to measure the probability that the track i originates from the
primary vertex (Figure 11(a)):

Pi =
! !|di0/!

i
d0
|

!!
R(x)dx (3)

The resolution function can be measured in data using the negative side of the signed impact param-
eter distribution (cf. section 6.5.1), assuming there is no contribution from heavy-flavour particles which
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is not strictly true.
The individual probability of each of the N tracks associated to the jet are then combined to obtain a

jet probabilityP jet which discriminates b-jets against light jets (Figure 11(b)):
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(b) Jet probabilityP jet

Figure 11: Distributions of the probability of compatibility with the primary vertex for individual tracks
(left plot) and for all tracks in the jet (right plot) as defined for JetProb. The cases of b-jets (red plain),
c-jets (green dashed) and light jets (blue dotted line) are shown.

4.3 Soft lepton algorithms

Soft lepton tagging relies on the semi-leptonic decays of bottom and charm hadrons. Therefore it is in-
trinsically limited by the branching ratios to leptons: at most 21% [15] of b-jets will contain a soft lepton
of a given flavour, including cascade decays of bottom to charm hadrons. However, tagging algorithms
based on soft leptons exhibit very high purity and low correlations with the track-based tagging algo-
rithms, which is very important for checking and cross-calibrating performance in data (see for instance
Ref. [8]).

4.3.1 Soft muons

Once a reconstructed muon is associated to a jet as explained briefly in Section 2.4, a likelihood permits
to discriminate light jets from b-jets. The algorithm and its performance are detailed in Ref. [5] and will
not be discussed further in this note. To summarize, a light jet rejection of about 300 can be achieved for
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The individual probability of each of the N tracks associated to the jet are then combined to obtain a

jet probabilityP jet which discriminates b-jets against light jets (Figure 11(b)):
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Figure 11: Distributions of the probability of compatibility with the primary vertex for individual tracks
(left plot) and for all tracks in the jet (right plot) as defined for JetProb. The cases of b-jets (red plain),
c-jets (green dashed) and light jets (blue dotted line) are shown.

4.3 Soft lepton algorithms

Soft lepton tagging relies on the semi-leptonic decays of bottom and charm hadrons. Therefore it is in-
trinsically limited by the branching ratios to leptons: at most 21% [15] of b-jets will contain a soft lepton
of a given flavour, including cascade decays of bottom to charm hadrons. However, tagging algorithms
based on soft leptons exhibit very high purity and low correlations with the track-based tagging algo-
rithms, which is very important for checking and cross-calibrating performance in data (see for instance
Ref. [8]).

4.3.1 Soft muons

Once a reconstructed muon is associated to a jet as explained briefly in Section 2.4, a likelihood permits
to discriminate light jets from b-jets. The algorithm and its performance are detailed in Ref. [5] and will
not be discussed further in this note. To summarize, a light jet rejection of about 300 can be achieved for
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:  Likelihood of jet is light-flavor jet
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b-tagging algorithmb-tagging algorithm
• SV0 : Secondary Vertex(SV) base
‣ Distance between Primary Vertex and Secondary Vertex ~ Lxy
‣ discriminant : Lxy/σLxy

• JetProb : charged track base
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Figure 10: Jet b-tagging weight distribution for b-jets, c-jets and purified light jets. The left plot is for
the IP2D tagging algorithm. The right plot corresponds to the IP3D+SV1 tagging algorithm.

Currently in the b-tagging software, two track categories are used: the Shared tracks (tracks with
shared hits), and the complementary subset of tracks called Good tracks. These track categories are only
used for the time being for the IP1D, IP2D and IP3D tagging algorithms.

4.2 Other spatial algorithms

The spatial algorithms based on likelihood ratios require an a-priori knowledge of the properties of both
b-jets and light jets. Methods to measure them in data are being devised for the b-jets [8, 9] but will
require at least about 100 pb!1. In addition, there is no clear way to extract a pure enough sample of
light jets, and Monte Carlo simulation will probably have to be used once a thorough validation against
data has been performed. A few other spatial tagging algorithms, less powerful, are therefore developed,
which have less reliance on Monte Carlo and are expected to be easier and faster to commission with the
first real data.
The simplest approach that could be used, at least at the beginning, is the counting of tracks with

large impact parameter or large impact parameter significance. Requiring a few of these tracks provides
a sample enriched in b-jets. The performance of such a tagging algorithm is not discussed in this note
because it is not yet fully implemented in ATLAS. Such a simple tagger may also be very useful at the
trigger level.
Another approach is to combine the impact parameter of all the tracks in the jet. JetProb is an imple-

mentation of the ALEPH tagging algorithm [14], used extensively at LEP and later at the Tevatron. The
signed impact parameter significance d0/!d0 of each selected track in the jet is compared to a resolution
function R for prompt tracks, in order to measure the probability that the track i originates from the
primary vertex (Figure 11(a)):

Pi =
! !|di0/!

i
d0
|

!!
R(x)dx (3)

The resolution function can be measured in data using the negative side of the signed impact param-
eter distribution (cf. section 6.5.1), assuming there is no contribution from heavy-flavour particles which
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is not strictly true.
The individual probability of each of the N tracks associated to the jet are then combined to obtain a

jet probabilityP jet which discriminates b-jets against light jets (Figure 11(b)):
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(b) Jet probabilityP jet

Figure 11: Distributions of the probability of compatibility with the primary vertex for individual tracks
(left plot) and for all tracks in the jet (right plot) as defined for JetProb. The cases of b-jets (red plain),
c-jets (green dashed) and light jets (blue dotted line) are shown.

4.3 Soft lepton algorithms

Soft lepton tagging relies on the semi-leptonic decays of bottom and charm hadrons. Therefore it is in-
trinsically limited by the branching ratios to leptons: at most 21% [15] of b-jets will contain a soft lepton
of a given flavour, including cascade decays of bottom to charm hadrons. However, tagging algorithms
based on soft leptons exhibit very high purity and low correlations with the track-based tagging algo-
rithms, which is very important for checking and cross-calibrating performance in data (see for instance
Ref. [8]).

4.3.1 Soft muons

Once a reconstructed muon is associated to a jet as explained briefly in Section 2.4, a likelihood permits
to discriminate light jets from b-jets. The algorithm and its performance are detailed in Ref. [5] and will
not be discussed further in this note. To summarize, a light jet rejection of about 300 can be achieved for
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The individual probability of each of the N tracks associated to the jet are then combined to obtain a

jet probabilityP jet which discriminates b-jets against light jets (Figure 11(b)):
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Figure 11: Distributions of the probability of compatibility with the primary vertex for individual tracks
(left plot) and for all tracks in the jet (right plot) as defined for JetProb. The cases of b-jets (red plain),
c-jets (green dashed) and light jets (blue dotted line) are shown.

4.3 Soft lepton algorithms

Soft lepton tagging relies on the semi-leptonic decays of bottom and charm hadrons. Therefore it is in-
trinsically limited by the branching ratios to leptons: at most 21% [15] of b-jets will contain a soft lepton
of a given flavour, including cascade decays of bottom to charm hadrons. However, tagging algorithms
based on soft leptons exhibit very high purity and low correlations with the track-based tagging algo-
rithms, which is very important for checking and cross-calibrating performance in data (see for instance
Ref. [8]).

4.3.1 Soft muons

Once a reconstructed muon is associated to a jet as explained briefly in Section 2.4, a likelihood permits
to discriminate light jets from b-jets. The algorithm and its performance are detailed in Ref. [5] and will
not be discussed further in this note. To summarize, a light jet rejection of about 300 can be achieved for
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b-tagging algorithm
• SV0 : Secondary Vertex(SV) base
‣ Distance between Primary Vertex and Secondary Vertex ~ Lxy
‣ discriminant : Lxy/σLxy

• JetProb : charged track base
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Figure 10: Jet b-tagging weight distribution for b-jets, c-jets and purified light jets. The left plot is for
the IP2D tagging algorithm. The right plot corresponds to the IP3D+SV1 tagging algorithm.

Currently in the b-tagging software, two track categories are used: the Shared tracks (tracks with
shared hits), and the complementary subset of tracks called Good tracks. These track categories are only
used for the time being for the IP1D, IP2D and IP3D tagging algorithms.

4.2 Other spatial algorithms

The spatial algorithms based on likelihood ratios require an a-priori knowledge of the properties of both
b-jets and light jets. Methods to measure them in data are being devised for the b-jets [8, 9] but will
require at least about 100 pb!1. In addition, there is no clear way to extract a pure enough sample of
light jets, and Monte Carlo simulation will probably have to be used once a thorough validation against
data has been performed. A few other spatial tagging algorithms, less powerful, are therefore developed,
which have less reliance on Monte Carlo and are expected to be easier and faster to commission with the
first real data.
The simplest approach that could be used, at least at the beginning, is the counting of tracks with

large impact parameter or large impact parameter significance. Requiring a few of these tracks provides
a sample enriched in b-jets. The performance of such a tagging algorithm is not discussed in this note
because it is not yet fully implemented in ATLAS. Such a simple tagger may also be very useful at the
trigger level.
Another approach is to combine the impact parameter of all the tracks in the jet. JetProb is an imple-

mentation of the ALEPH tagging algorithm [14], used extensively at LEP and later at the Tevatron. The
signed impact parameter significance d0/!d0 of each selected track in the jet is compared to a resolution
function R for prompt tracks, in order to measure the probability that the track i originates from the
primary vertex (Figure 11(a)):

Pi =
! !|di0/!

i
d0
|

!!
R(x)dx (3)

The resolution function can be measured in data using the negative side of the signed impact param-
eter distribution (cf. section 6.5.1), assuming there is no contribution from heavy-flavour particles which
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The individual probability of each of the N tracks associated to the jet are then combined to obtain a

jet probabilityP jet which discriminates b-jets against light jets (Figure 11(b)):
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(b) Jet probabilityP jet

Figure 11: Distributions of the probability of compatibility with the primary vertex for individual tracks
(left plot) and for all tracks in the jet (right plot) as defined for JetProb. The cases of b-jets (red plain),
c-jets (green dashed) and light jets (blue dotted line) are shown.

4.3 Soft lepton algorithms

Soft lepton tagging relies on the semi-leptonic decays of bottom and charm hadrons. Therefore it is in-
trinsically limited by the branching ratios to leptons: at most 21% [15] of b-jets will contain a soft lepton
of a given flavour, including cascade decays of bottom to charm hadrons. However, tagging algorithms
based on soft leptons exhibit very high purity and low correlations with the track-based tagging algo-
rithms, which is very important for checking and cross-calibrating performance in data (see for instance
Ref. [8]).

4.3.1 Soft muons

Once a reconstructed muon is associated to a jet as explained briefly in Section 2.4, a likelihood permits
to discriminate light jets from b-jets. The algorithm and its performance are detailed in Ref. [5] and will
not be discussed further in this note. To summarize, a light jet rejection of about 300 can be achieved for
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The individual probability of each of the N tracks associated to the jet are then combined to obtain a

jet probabilityP jet which discriminates b-jets against light jets (Figure 11(b)):
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Figure 11: Distributions of the probability of compatibility with the primary vertex for individual tracks
(left plot) and for all tracks in the jet (right plot) as defined for JetProb. The cases of b-jets (red plain),
c-jets (green dashed) and light jets (blue dotted line) are shown.

4.3 Soft lepton algorithms

Soft lepton tagging relies on the semi-leptonic decays of bottom and charm hadrons. Therefore it is in-
trinsically limited by the branching ratios to leptons: at most 21% [15] of b-jets will contain a soft lepton
of a given flavour, including cascade decays of bottom to charm hadrons. However, tagging algorithms
based on soft leptons exhibit very high purity and low correlations with the track-based tagging algo-
rithms, which is very important for checking and cross-calibrating performance in data (see for instance
Ref. [8]).

4.3.1 Soft muons

Once a reconstructed muon is associated to a jet as explained briefly in Section 2.4, a likelihood permits
to discriminate light jets from b-jets. The algorithm and its performance are detailed in Ref. [5] and will
not be discussed further in this note. To summarize, a light jet rejection of about 300 can be achieved for
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:  Likelihood of tracks comes from PV

:  Likelihood of jet is light-flavor jet
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• JetProb : charged track base

• IP3DSV1 : log likelihood of various discriminant
‣ using both tracks and secondary vertex info.
➡Signed d0 significance
➡Secondary vertex mass
➡etc...



BG Estimation for Fake Leptons
• Matrix Method
‣ Define “Tight/Loose” lepton
➡count the remaining #events(NTT, NLL etc.)

‣ Measure a probability “r” and “f”
➡“r(f)” : the probability of a real(fake) lepton which pass the    
          “loose” criteria will pass the “tight” criteria.
- “r” : measured in Z→ll process
- “f” : measured in QCD process

‣ Solve this matrix...

• Results : ee   :   7.5 ±   6.5 (Stat.+Syst.)
               μμ   :   4.9 ±   3.1 (Stat.+Syst.)
             eμ  : 19.8 ± 12.5 (Stat.+Syst.)
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coming from QCD multi-jet production. For muons the dominant fake-lepton mechanism is a semi-412

leptonic decay of a heavy-flavor hadron, where a muon survives the isolation requirement. In the case413

of electrons, the three mechanisms are heavy flavor decay, light flavor jets with a leading !0 overlapping414

with a charged particle, and conversion of photons. Here ‘fake’ is used to mean both non-prompt leptons415

and !0s, conversions, etc. misidentified as leptons taken together.416

A method called ‘matrix method’ is used here to estimate the fraction of the dilepton sample that417

comes from fake leptons. A looser lepton selection is defined, and then it is used to count the number of418

observed dilepton events with zero, one or two tight (‘T’) leptons together with two, one or zero loose419

(‘L’) leptons, respectively (NLL, NT L and NLT , NTT , respectively). Then two probabilities are defined,420

r ( f ), to be the probability that real (fake) leptons that pass a loose identification criteria, will also pass421

a tight criteria. The tight criteria are always the lepton definitions used in the analysis. Using r and f ,422

linear expressions are then obtained for the observed yields as a function of the number or events with423

zero, one and two real leptons together with two, one and zero fake leptons, respectively (NFF , NFR and424

NRF, NRR, respectively).425

The method explicitly accounts for the presence of events with two fake leptons. These linear expres-426

sions form a matrix that is inverted in order to extract the real and fake content of the observed dilepton427

event sample:428
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(3)

Loose muons defined in the same way as tight muons, except that the calorimeter and track isolation429

is relaxed.430

Loose electrons must fulfill the tight electron cuts except for the ‘tight’ ID cut, which is replaced by431

the ‘medium’ plus b-layer hit requirement cuts.432

The e!ciency for a real loose lepton to pass the tight criteria, r, is measured in data in a sample of433

Z " "" events as a function of pT and #. The corresponding e!ciency for fake leptons, f , is measured in434

data in events with a single loose lepton, which are dominated by QCD di-jet production. Contributions435

from real leptons in the fake lepton control region are subtracted using a matrix method assisted by436

Monte Carlo. The matrix method used here is described in detail in [28], for more general information437

see also [42].438

The dominant systematic uncertainty on the fake lepton background, as determined by the matrix439

method, comes from the possible di"erence in the mixture of processes where the e!ciency for fake440

leptons f is measured, dijet events and, where it is applied, the signal region. For electrons, a larger441

contribution is expected from heavy flavor events in the signal region due to t t̄ " "$b j jb events. This442

e"ect is accounted for by measuring the dependence of the e!ciency for fake leptons on the heavy-443

flavor fraction and calculating a corrected e!ciency for fake leptons based on the expected heavy-flavor444

fraction in the signal region in simulation studies.445

The results of the matrix method for the non-Z background are shown in Table 6 for 0,1 and # 2 jet446

bins.447

Fake lepton backgrounds cross-check with the muon-and-candidate method The cross-check comes448

from comparing results of the matrix method with those of another method. The method described here is449

an extension of the ’Muon and Track Weighting Method’ documented in [42] and is detailed in full [28].450

The fake rate for leptons is measured in the inclusive W " µ$ sample. Isolated tracks are used as451

muon candidates and loose electrons are used as electron candidates and the rate at which these candi-452

dates are identified as leptons is measured in the data. This rate is then applied to the sample containing453

contribution from 
fake leptons



Uncertainty for Z/γ* + jets estimation
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ee channel mumu channel
MC Data Driven

Expected Yields 11.2 9.8
Uncertainty Source !NDY/NDY[%] !NDY/NDY[%]

Data stat. - ± 7.4
MC stat. ± 7.0 ± 7.0
Method - ± 5.2

JES +54.7/-24.0 +10.9/- 0.0
JER ± 15.1 ± 1.8

Jet ID SF ± 0.0 ± 0.2
SoftJet/CellOut Term. + 0.4/- 1.8 + 0.0/- 2.2

LAr Hole + 4.7/- 3.7 + 3.6/- 1.6
El. ES ± 2.9 ± 3.2
El. ER + 6.2/- 2.4 + 4.6/- 1.3

El. ID SF + 5.2/- 5.1 ± 0.0
El. Trig SF ± 1.9 ± 1.7
MC xsec ± 28.8 -
b-tag e!. ± 2.7 ± 0.0
l-tag e!. + 4.5/- 4.6 ± 0.4
Pileup + 0.0/- 3.1 + 0.0/- 2.7

Luminosity ± 3.7 -
Total + 65.1/-42.7 +17.3/-13.2

Table 34: Expected number of DY events and systematics in the ee channel. The b-tag, c-tag, and l-
tag e"ciency correspond to the contribution coming from the uncertainties in b-jet, c-jet, and light jet
tagging e"ciencies, respectively.
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Figure 24: Emiss
T or HT distributions in the signal region for (a) the ee channel, (b) the µµ channel and (c)

the eµ channel. All the selection criteria are applied except for Emiss
T or HT.
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MC Data Driven
Expected Yields 21.9 20.3

Uncertainty Source !NDY/NDY[%] !NDY/NDY[%]
Data stat. - ± 5.5
MC stat. ± 4.6 ± 4.6
Method - ± 0.8

JES +42.3/-27.2 + 1.3/-10.0
JER ± 23.6 ± 3.8

Jet ID SF ± 0.0 ± 0.1
SoftJet/CellOut Term. + 0.8/- 0.1 + 0.6/- 3.2

LAr Hole + 2.8/- 1.3 + 2.1/- 0.0
Mu. ES + 0.9/- 0.0 + 1.0/- 0.0
Mu. ER ± 1.1 ± 1.4

Mu. ID SF ± 0.6 ± 0.0
Mu. Trig SF + 0.2/- 2.0 + 0.0/- 0.1

MC xsec ± 29.7 -
b-tag e!. + 2.9/- 2.8 ± 0.1
l-tag e!. + 5.1/- 5.2 + 0.3/- 0.4
Pileup + 1.6/- 2.9 + 0.0/- 2.6

Luminosity ± 3.7 -
Total +57.5/-47.5 + 8.7/-13.6

Table 35: Expected number of DY events and systematics in the µµ channel. The b-tag, c-tag, and l-
tag e"ciency correspond to the contribution coming from the uncertainties in b-jet, c-jet, and light jet
tagging e"ciencies, respectively.

Process Yields(ee) Yields(µµ) Yields(eµ) Yields(ee excl.) Yields(µµ excl)

DY+jets (data driven) 9.8 +1.7
!1.3 20.3 +1.8

!2.8 ! 8.7 ± 1.7 17.7 +1.8
!2.9

Z" "" + jets (MC) 1.8 ± 1.1 7.6 ± 3.5 9.5 ± 4.1 0.6 +0.8
!0.5 2.5 +1.1

!1.9

fake leptons (data driven) 7.5 ± 6.5 4.9 ± 3.1 19.8 ± 12.5 1.9 ± 2.8 1.1 ± 1.1

Single top (MC) 7.3 +1.3
!1.1 16.2 ± 2.3 33.5 ± 4.7 2.2+0.7

!0.6 3.9± 0.8

Dibosons (MC) 2.2 ± 0.7 2.6 +0.9
!0.6 8.8 ± 1.7 0.9+0.4

!0.6 1.0+0.6
!0.4

Total Predicted (non tt̄) 26.0 ± 4.9 47.7 +4.5
!5.2 71.6 ± 14.1 17.0 ± 3.7 24.9 +2.7

!5.0

tt̄ 159.4 +17.0
!20.5 304.3 +25.8

!34.5 674.5 +57.0
!74.7 45.9 +4.6

!5.7 80.6 +6.6
!9.0

Total Predicted 185.4 +17.5
!20.8 352.0 +26.2

!34.9 746.1 +58.7
!76.0 61.0 +5.8

!6.7 106.3 +7.1
!10.3

Data 201 365 834 58 121

Table 36: The total expected and observed number of events. (ee excl.) and (µµ excl.) are showing the
result with using the events in 40GeV # Emiss

T < 60GeV region.
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    production cross-section measurement
• ttbar → di-lepton final state

• Assumed background sources
‣  Z/γ* + jets
‣  Fake leptons (mainly W+jets)
‣  WW, WZ, ZZ + jets
‣  single top 
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• Assumed background sources
‣  Z/γ* + jets
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• ttbar → di-lepton final state

• Assumed background sources
‣  Z/γ* + jets
‣  Fake leptons (mainly W+jets)
‣  WW, WZ, ZZ + jets
‣  single top 
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Distributions in Control Region
•After requiring all selection but has only one jet.
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Figure 27: Distributions of the events that pass all the selection criteria except the number of jets, i.e.
events with the number of jets equal to 1.

5.4 Systematic uncertainties726

We repeat the similar procedure done in the pretag analysis to estimate the size of systematic uncertain-727

ties. As is the case when estimating the backgrounds, the uncertainties on the b-tagging are considered in728

addition to the systematic uncertainties in the pretag analysis. The uncertainties for the signal acceptance,729

the number of expected background, and the cross section measurement are summarized in Table 37, 38,730

and 39, respectively.731

The most dominant contributions arise from Jet energy scale, lepton ID, and b-tagging for the signal732

acceptance. For the backgrounds, the uncertainty of the Drell-Yan estimation is the largest contribution,733

as the size itself is large.734

5.5 Cross-section extraction and combination of channels735

As shown in Table 36, we observed 201 events in the ee channel, 349 in the µµ channel, and 823 in the736

eµ channel. Subtracting the predicted backgrounds, and using the signal acceptance estimated by MC,737

the tt̄ cross section is measured to be738

!(p + p! tt̄ + X) = [180.7+15.7
!14.6(stat.)+26.0

!25.1(syst.)+7.2
!6.7(lumi.) ] pb,

739

!(p + p! tt̄ + X) = [163.4+10.6
!10.1(stat.)+16.2

!13.2(syst.)+6.7
!6.2(lumi.) ] pb,

740

!(p + p! tt̄ + X) = [185.7+7.2
!7.1(stat.)+15.4

!13.9(syst.)+7.6
!7.1(lumi.) ] pb,

in the ee, µµ, and eµ channels, respectively.741

The combination is performed with the same technique as described in Section 4.4 and the resulting742

measurement is:743

!(p + p! tt̄ + X) = [179.2+5.9
!5.7(stat.)+16.1

!13.6(syst.)+8.1
!7.3(lumi.) ] pb,

Because the statistical and systematic uncertainties are constrained in the combination, they are di!erent744

from the ones before the combination. The uncertainties after the combination together with the extracted745

central value are summarized in Table 46. This table includes the results when using the events with746

40 < Emiss
T < 60 GeV. These events are statistically independent from the events selected by the analysis747

without b-tagging and are used in the combination described in Section ??.748
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Good Agreement !!
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